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Abstract 
 
Aceh has archeological remains in the form of gravestones from several Islamic 
kingdoms that once stood there. One area that pretty much brings Islamic artifacts 
is the city of Banda Aceh. Some buildings during the Kingdom of Aceh 
Darussalam are still firmly established, one of which is Masjid Baiturahmaan 
Banda Aceh. In addition to building heritage, the city of Banda Aceh turned out to 
have many burial complexes from the time of the Kingdom of Aceh Darussalam. 
Tuan Di Kandang Cemetery Complex, Putri Ijo, Kings of Kampung Pande, and 
Tombs of the Bugis Dynasty Kings. The four cemetery complexes are cemeteries 
of the descendants of count of the Kingdom of Aceh Darussalam. The existence of 
the cemetery complex there are located close to the shoreline now. Year 2004 
Tsunami-affected Banda Aceh swallowed quite a lot of casualties. The existence 
of gravestones in the four complexes experienced significant damage. One of 
them is the position of the placement of the tombstones that have been turned by 
the brunt of the 2004 tsunami. In addition, due to the tsunami strikes, several 
tombstones around the Tuan Di Kandang Tomb complex, Raja Kampung Pande, 
Putri Ijo arose, and the Tombs of the Bugis Dynasty Kings. Some gravestones that 
emerged after the tsunami hit gave us new data sources regarding the existence of 
gravestones from the Kingdom of Aceh Darussalam. In his writings, Daphne A. 
Johnson in the journal Reconceptualizing Cultural Identity and Its Role in 
Intercultural Business Communication (2007: 281-285) explained that identity has 
attributes. It then cause problems in the form of how the attributes are visible on 
the gravestones that arises after the 2004 tsunami and its relationship with the 
cemetery around. Based on the survey results of the study found that the presence 
of these gravestones have attributes similar to that of the four surrounding funeral 
complex and indirectly shows that there is a relationship with the Kingdom of 
Aceh Darussalam. 
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Introduction 
 
About the origins of the Aceh is still yet to be revealed clearly because of 
the many versions and quite a bit of explaining about the history of Aceh, which 
was merely myth or folklore. The historical source of the origins of Aceh in the 
form of stories down and down is difficult to verify the truth. The myth of the 
Acehnese as told a Western traveler who never stopped, John Davis, who noted 
that the Acehnese consider themselves descendants of Imael and Hagar (the  
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Prophet Ismail and Siti Hajar). Three centuries later Snouck Hugronje revealed 
that he had heard a story about a cleric at one time General named Teungku 
Kutakarang (died November 1895), which considers the Acehnese is born from 
the mixture of Arabs, Persi and Turkey. However, these stories are considered 
deliberately created as a form of resistance to European colonizers (Lombard, 
2008: 62). 
Acehnese names are often used by Acehnese people to mention the capital 
of their kingdom, namely Bandar Aceh or in full, Bandar Aceh Darussalam. 
Regarding the name of Aceh there is no certainty of the origin or when it began to 
be used. Foreigners who come also call it with different names. Portuguese and 
Italians call it "Achem", "Achen" and "Aceh"; Arabs call it "Asyi", "Dachem", 
"Dagin", and "Dacin"; while the Chinese call it "Atje", and "Tashi" (Sufi & 
Wibowo a, 2006: 73-74). 
The kingdom of Aceh Darussalam later developed into a strong Islamic 
kingdom in the northern Sumatra region. It is shown from a few written records 
about resistance against European invaders Aceh, either Portuguese or 
Netherlands. In addition to written records, information about the name of the 
ruler of the Kings of Aceh Darussalam can be seen on his legacy in the form of 
objects in some cemetery headstone. Some of the cemetery located in the city of 
Banda Aceh is in the stable Master Cemetery Complex, Kampung Raja-Raja 
Pande, as well as the tomb of the daughter of Ijo in Gampong Pande area not far 
from the zero point of Banda Ace; and complex Funeral Bugis Dynasty Kings in 
the courtyard of the Museum Aceh, Banda Aceh. 
As is well known that the city of Banda Aceh in 2004 caused a tsunami 
that swept hundreds of thousands of casualties and damaging some buildings in 
the city. In addition to the impact of the tsunami, also damaging a third complex 
burial nobleman Aceh Darussalam which is located close to the zero point of 
Banda Aceh. A third location the complex is approximately 1.5 km from the sea 
now. Tsunami in Aceh in 2004 then became a major disaster and resulting in a 
total paralysis in all fields. One of the impacts of the tsunami strikes was the 
laying of tombstones on the three tomb complexes that were located close to the 
shore to be lifted and the cracks were now not in their original position. Besides 
that another impact is the emergence of several headstones which before the 
tsunami were not visible or buried in the ground. 
This then raises several separate issues, namely the attributes that exist and 
the handling of tombstones that emerged after the 2004 tsunami. 
 
Theory and Methodology 
 
Archeology as one of the disciplines that seeks to reconstruct the laws of 
the past to examine artefactual remains that require time now. Gravestones arising 
post 2004 tsunami in Banda Aceh is one form of study of artefactual left. 
However, due to the tombstone laying in the swamp area it is not possible for 
further study in the form of reading the inscriptions found on the gravestone and 
measuring Therefore, this study is included in the preliminary report which  
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attempts to record generally the gravestones in the middle of the swamp in 
Gampong Pande. 
The method of research conducted in this study is the survey against relics 
of tombs in Banda Aceh which then continues to the gravestones that are in the 
middle of the swamp and covered in bushes. The field survey conducted was Cat's 
Eye/Fieldwalking Survey The purpose of the survey method is to know the 
characteristics of the shape and location of the site. A survey conducted in 
Gampong Pande, which is also known as the region of a thousand gravestones. A 
survey was conducted to see the appearance of gravestones that were in a swampy 
area. Based on this field survey, it will be known in general the characteristics of 
the gravestone attributes and location as a determination of the next step. 
This study tried to record the gravestones in the middle of the swamp area 
as a preliminary study in Gampong Pande, Banda Aceh, Nangroe Aceh 
Darussalam. The existence of some of the gravestones shows more broadly about 
the cultural identity for the people of Banda Aceh as one of the central regions of 
the Kingdom of Aceh Darussalam in the 16th century. For that, the gravestones in 
the swamp area are important to study. 
Identity is a hallmark of someone and cultural aspects influenced his life 
indicated someone because that person is a member of a particular ethnic group. It 
includes learning about and acceptance of tradition, the innate nature, language, 
religion, offspring of a culture (Liliweri, 2004:87). 
Daphne A. Jameson in her journal Reconceptualizing Cultural Identity and 
Its Role in Intercultural Business Communication (2007: 199-235) states that 
cultural identity has the following attributes:  
1. Cultural identity is affected by close relationship (cultural identity 
influenced by the close relationship).  
2. Cultural identity changes over time   
3. Cultural identity is closely intertwined with power and privilege   
4. Cultural identity may evoke emotions   
5. Cultural identity can be negotiated through communication  
 
Gravestones in Banda Aceh Post Tsunami 
 
Gravestones at the time of Aceh Darussalam can be grouped into several 
types. The Division of the existing headstone typology is based on a formal form 
of gravestone. The first researcher to try to classify these forms of gravestone is 
Hasan Muarif Ambary. Ambary (1988) divides Aceh gravestones into three 
general types, namely (1) the shape of rectangular bucrancs is rectangular shaped 
gravestones which at the top there are ornaments that become the crown of the 
headstone; and (3) cylindrical shapes, namely round-shaped gravestones like mace 
(Ambary, 1988: 12-14). 
Another grouping was carried out by Yatim (1992) by dividing based on 
two main classes, namely slabs and pillars. Flat-shaped slab-shaped headstone, 
both plain and decorated and cultivated, while pillar-style headstone has a basic 
form of a pillar, both square and round (Yatim, 1988: 26-31, 52-58). 
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Furthermore, the grouping conducted by Herwandi (2002) also divided 
into three classes; namely (1) flat-shaped headstone; (2) square beam headstone; 
and (3) round headstone (Herwandi, 2002: 148-152). 
 
 
Figure 1.  
Some types of headstone in Aceh (ki-ka): Wings, cylinders, pillars, rectangles 
(Ambary, 1988). 
 
Some of the headstones in the cemetery complex in four Cities of Banda 
Aceh which were visited at the time of the survey on the surface consists of three 
types according pictures 1. This shows conformity with Ambary's opinion 
regarding the Aceh type headstone. 
 
 
 
Photo 1.  
(ki-ka): The funeral complex of Tuan Di Kandang and the Kings of Kampung 
Pande (Chaidir, 2018). 
 
 
 
Photo 2.  
(ki-ka): Putri Ijo Funeral Complex and the Bugis Dynasty Kings (Chaidir, 2018). 
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According to the interpreter, Tuan Di Kandang Funeral Complex, in the 
swamp area, there are now a number of new graves that have emerged after the 
2004 tsunami. Based on the report, we tried to survey the area notified by the 
caretaker. The swamp area is located on the west side of Putri Ijo Cemetery and 
Tuanku Di Kandang Complex. Some gravestones are west of Putri Ijo Complex 
and around 1-2 gravestones are located in the north of the swamp area. There is 
only one part of the region which consists of several gravestones in a swampy 
area that can be direct, i.e. gravestones surveyed were found on the Western side 
of the Putri Ijo Tomb. Meanwhile two other area could not be visited because it is 
surrounded by bushland and swamp water that still exists. 
 
 
 
Photo 3.  
Gravestones in a swampy area that can be Visited (Chaidir, 2018). 
 
Based on the results of a field survey conducted in Cat's Eye Survey / 
Fieldwalking it is known that in general the gravestones are of the same type of 
Aceh. With wing-bucranc, cylindrical / rectangular, and rectangular / rectangular 
shapes. However, they cannot record the gravestone data in other swamp areas 
because they cannot be visited due to the area's still lush. 
 
 
 
Photo 4.  
Gravestones in a swampy area that cannot be Visited (Chaidir, 2018). 
 
Data Discussion 
 
Based on the previous discussion, the existence of tombstones, especially 
those that only emerged after the 2004 tsunami, is still untouched because of the 
location that is difficult to reach. Therefore the survey was carried out with the 
Cat's Eye Survey / Fieldwalking method. This shows that the presence of 
tombstones in the swamp area has an attribute of the Aceh type headstone.  
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Cylindrical / pillar types, as well as long / rectangular displays can be seen from 
the data recording that was successfully carried out. 
 
 
 
Photo 5.  
(ki-ka): Cylindrical Type /pillar and rectangular type (Chaidir, 2018). 
 
Photo 5 shows the type of headstone in the swamp area that has the same 
type as the gravestone around, such as the Tomb of Tuan Di Kandang, Putri Ijo 
and Raja Kampung Pande. The presence of headstone in the swamp area has not 
yet been recorded perfectly because it is in a swamp area which when surveyed 
was flooded and overgrown with weeds and mangroves. For this reason, 
observational surveys with fieldwalking are carried out. 
Cultural identity of Aceh is very thick with Islamic overtones. The 
existence of gravestones in Banda Aceh shows that Islam is the root and 
foundation of the kingdom of Aceh Darussalam, even up to the older kingdom, 
namely Samudera Pasai with the Malikussaleh headstone in Lhoksumawe.  
According to Larry A. Samovar, Richard E. Porter and Edwin R. 
McDaniel, cultural identity is a special character of the group communication 
system that appears in certain situations.  
 
Diverse groups can create a cultural system of symbols used, meanings are 
assigned to the symbols, and ideas of what is considered appropriate and 
inappropriate. When the groups also have a history and begin to hand down the 
symbols and norms to new members, then the groups take on a cultural identity. 
Cultural identity is the particular character of the group communication system 
that emerges in a particular situation(Samovar, 2013: 56). (Samovar, 2013:56).  
 
Based on this explanation, it can be understood when a community group 
has inherited the symbols and norms from generation to generation, it means that 
the group has a cultural identity. 
The existence of tombstones in the swamp area and only arising after the 
2004 tsunami then shows us the existence of a cultural identity that needs to be 
increased in its level of importance. This is closely related to the identity of the  
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Islamic Aceh community. Therefore, based on its attributes, headstone in the 
swamp area shows a cultural identity in the form of: 
 
1. Cultural identity is affected by close relationship   
The existence of a gravestone that is close to three large burial complexes and has 
the same attributes indicates a close and close relationship between the 
gravestones. If the three tomb complexes around the swamp are relics from the 
Aceh Darussalam period, the tombstones in the swamp area are likely to come 
from the same period. It can be seen temporarily from the shape of the headstone. 
2. Cultural identity may evoke emotions  
As previously known, the people of Aceh are people who are thick with Islamic 
nuances. The existence of cultural heritage in the Banda Aceh region also in 
architectural forms such as Baiturrahman Grand Mosque became part of the 
identity of the Acehnese people even the pre-2004 tsunami occurred. The Syiah 
Kuala burial complex is also a symbol of the identity of the Islamic Aceh 
community. Therefore the existence of the burial complex in the Gampong Pande 
region and in the swamp areas that arose after the 2004 tsunami can evoke a 
feeling of belonging to the Acehnese people. 
3. Cultural identity is closely intertwined with power and privilege  
This is shown from the attributes of the gravestone that are the same type as the 
gravestones in other burial complexes in Banda Aceh. The kingdom of Aceh 
Darussalam as ruler of the Banda Aceh region around the 16th-18th century AD 
has important value for the historical development of Banda Aceh and Aceh as a 
whole. If in another cemetery, the type of Aceh gravestone shows the nobility, 
most likely the gravestones in the swamp area are the headstone of the nobility as 
well. 
4.  Cultural identity can be negotiated through communication  
The existence of tombstones that have just emerged after the 2004 tsunami can be 
the latest study from another science point of view. Archaeologically, these 
gravestones are data that can show the existence of a buried figure. Other 
scientific perspectives such as geology and geography can discuss in terms of 
material and the existence of gravestones which are increasingly eroded, both by 
the environment and the times. 
5. Cultural identity changes over time  
The existence of headstones in the swamp area will be easily forgotten and lost if 
it does not carry out the rescue process that is in accordance with the principles of 
conservation. The people of Aceh will forget that in their area there was a 
gravestone which indicated that the area where they lived was once the center of 
the Islamic Kingdom of Aceh Darussalam. This also applies to other tombstones 
that are more organized such as the Syiah Kuala Tomb. Such forgetfulness can 
cause cultural identity to change as time goes on and the people of Aceh as a 
society with a very strong Islamic foundation will also change. 
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Conclusions and Suggestions 
 
Based on the discussion that has been done in the previous chapter shows 
the existence of nisa-nisan in the cemetery complex in Banda Aceh, especially in 
Gampong Pande which is increasingly forgotten because of its spread location. 
Especially after exposed to the impact of the 2004 tsunami there are several 
tombstones missing, out of context, to arise and to be in the region that is now a 
swamp. For this reason, the results of the field survey show that the archeological 
potential in the swamp area in Gampong Pande still needs further study and 
recording in more detail. 
As for more advice to related parties, such as the Aceh Cultural Heritage 
Conservation Agency, the Aceh Cultural Value Conservation Center, the Banda 
Aceh City Tourism and Archeology Office, the Banda Aceh City Government, 
and the surrounding community to safeguard archeological remains, especially 
from the time of the Aceh Darussalam Kingdom. These guarded values will 
provide new knowledge for future generations. One of them is collecting data on 
new tombstones that emerged after the 2004 tsunami. 
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Appendix 
 
Charts 1. Cultural identity is affected by close relationship  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Charts 2. Cultural identity may evoke emotions  
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Charts 3. Cultural identity is closely intertwined with power and privilege  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Charts 4. Cultural identity can be negotiated through communication  
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Charts 5. Cultural identity changes over time  
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